


About Us

Our Team

Established in 1987- Milind Pai – Architects and Interior Designers is one of the most reputed

design firms in Mumbai , India specializing in residential and commercial interiors.

Our team’s most valued aspect is the business knowledge we bring to the project

development process. Add to this, our design creativity and cross industry insight, and you

will see the substance behind our reputation for excellence in designing of all kinds of

interiors- be it Commercial, Retail, Residential or Health Care facilities.

Our core purpose is to create spaces that inspire, and turn dreams into reality. With our

uncompromising attitude towards quality, and constant up gradation of technology and

trends, we strive to transform spaces and lives.
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Headed by Chief Architect Mr. Milind Pai, the firm has an esteemed list of highly qualified

professionals to its credit.

With creative and expert insights from Mr. Kanaiya Mevada (Senior Associate), Mr. Satish

Naik (Associate), Mrs. Shweta Lotlikar (Associate), Mr. Sandip Kanvinde (Associate) our firm

ensures that every project undertaken is executed in the most graceful manner.

Our Design team strength is 25 at the moment.

With our constantly growing team, we aim at creating edifices that last and establish

ourselves as one of the Best Architecture and Interior Design firms in the country.



COMMERCIAL INTERIORS

Every Commercial space is a community in which each component is an opportunity to

connect with people. The interiors and feel of the space largely influences work efficiency.

Using an integrated approach that affects everything from strategic positioning to tenant

planning as also environmental graphics, we shape unique influences into rich customer

experiences in every project.
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Commercial

This is an office for an

international Media

company located in the

heart of the city of Mumbai.

The black and red colors on

the walls, ceiling and

flooring with cove lighting

on all three sides lead to the

bright and vivacious

reception area.

Dominated by the colors

Black, White, Blue and

Green, the office speaks out

as a inviting and vibrant

space to work in.

RESULTRIX MEDIA 
PVT LTD

The interiors of this Media

office is aesthetically

appealing and alluring to

create a cool yet a very

corporate work

environment.
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Dominated by splashes of

black in a predominantly

grey environment, the

interiors of Data Comp Web

Technologies Pvt. Ltd. is an

aesthetically appealing

corporate theme to enhance

the working environment.

A cautious spray of colors in

environmental graphic

designs on vinyl, affixed to

various elements in design

spaces, has given a lively

look to the otherwise grey

DATACOMP WEB 
TECHNOLOGIES

Commercial

look to the otherwise grey

toned office. The theme has

been decided keeping the

international clientele in

mind, as this company

caters to the trans- border

industry of IT.
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This is a back office

designed for ‘Shreyas

Motors’, which markets the

International Porsche

Brand cars in India.

The color palette selected

revolves around a basic

grey, white and steel with a

dash of Orange highlights.

The exposed duct in pure

stainless steel on the back

drop of a rustic and antique

feel and grey shade gives it

an industrial yet classy look.

SHREYAS MOTORS

CAPITAL VIA

This is a 27,000 sqft office

for a company that was

Commercial

for a company that was

awarded ‘The fastest

growing Tech Company’ by

Deloitte in 2012.

Accommodating 580

workstations and an overall

staff of 650, this office is

spread over 2 floors in the

prestigious Metro

chambers, Indore.

Being a young organization

with management cadres’

right out of their B-Schools,

a very dynamic approach

was needed to create a

vibrant work environment

for this Elite work force.
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RESIDENTIAL INTERIORS

Lifestyles are changing around the world. Rapidly expanding & changing technologies,

values, cultures and economies are influencing our lifestyle and ultimately the spaces we

live in.

We design environments that complement the ever changing ways the world adapts. While

each residence is unique in terms of location, density and character. They all share a

common thread.

Each design is structured with an appropriate interpretation of the occupant’s culture and

lifestyle.
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Residential

“Design is one constant entity 

that needs to be re-invented & 

innovated from time to time.”

This truth inspires our 

sprawling 5BHK 

contemporary apartment 

project in Mumbai. spread 

over 4300 sq ft of purity, 

openness, tasteful modernity 

and minimal clutter. 

This space transcends you 

into a totally tangential zone 

where you can spend time, 

delving and rejuvenating, 

every day!

The floor plate of this 

apartment covers a living and 

dining area, kitchen, 5 

bedrooms inclusive of 2 Guest 

bedrooms; a parent’s room, 

REJUVENATING 
SUNDOWNER
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bedrooms; a parent’s room, 

one bedroom for the kids and 

a master bedroom with a 

walk-in wardrobe. 

The perfectionist  approach 

towards detailing in this 

project ensured that the 

maintenance is minimal; 

making this abode a carefree 

and easy way to live in. 

Friendly spaces never 

overpower the senses but 

elevates one’s mood gently.



Residential

“Inspiration comes from 

everywhere: books, art & 

even people on the street. It 

is an evolving process for a 

designer. “

Surrounded by a plush 

locality, this project is 

designed for a corporate 

CEO who has a flair for 

modern interiors as well as 

expecting  his home to be 

vibrant yet discerning, with 

unconventional Modern 

aesthetics.                                 

Ar. Milind Pai’s team was 

called to lend their rare 

insight and contemporary 

approach to design this 

THAT CONTEMPORARY 
APARTMENT
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approach to design this 

4BHK spacious floor plate 

apartment of 2500sqft.                                

The basic requirement was 

to plan 4 bedrooms, living 

room,  kitchen, a study cum 

prayer room and the dining 

space. Impressively, the 

client’s strong expectation 

for design is achieved by 

using earthy tones in the 

entire house and creating a 

warm ambience that  is out 

rightly luxurious.



“The White Heaven” - An apt

description for this Living

Space. The flooring adorns

the expanse of this space

and the custom designed

mural lends it royal look.

Just takes your breath away.

As the beauty of the space

sinks in, your eyes starts

admiring over little details

like the stunning television

backdrop. An open space

idea is adopted for the space

planning, of the interiors to

enable space efficiency and

the creation of an orderly

seating plan. Minimalism

being the theme, the design

of this home has undergone

minor retrofits and

structural changes to

THE WHITE HAVEN 
APARTMENT

Residential

structural changes to

optimize the size of the

rooms. Each of the 4

bedrooms are unique in

their own ways and fine

tuned to the users’

expectations. The modern

contemporary theme across

the bedrooms was achieved

with simple straight lines

theme.
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The home abounds with an

array of textures, colors and

materials. The Italian

marble flooring blends well

with the design. The

wooden rafter ceiling

merges with T.V panel

giving it an earthy look.

Rustic textured wallpaper in

silver and grey color adds to

the grandeur of the Living

room. Minimalist custom

designed furniture & center

table with MOP inlay work

adds a little touch of

contemporary modern feel.

The lights were well

balanced to create relaxing

ambience.

In every bedroom, there is

4BHK APARTMENT AT 
BKC

Residential

In every bedroom, there is

distinctive effort to carve

out exclusive resting spaces.

The entire house is

automated to ease and

comfort the users’ daily life.
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This high end project for a

client located in outskirts of

Jodhpur is a balance of

refined and classy interiors.

There is sophisticated

richness of colors, textures

and innovative forms of

design.

The dining room has brown

tinted mirror in the

backdrop with leather finish

paneling.

The back painted glass for

bed back in the bedroom,

with sliver artwork adds to

ROWHOUSE AT 
JODHPUR

Residential

with sliver artwork adds to

the sparkle to the room.

The balcony has a water

body with a serene statue of

The Buddha.
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The decor at this Thane

residence reflects plain

luxury in a modern look.

Artificial marble is used to

give a feel of uninterrupted

space. The ceiling pattern is

kept simple with clean lines

of indirect lights adding an

ambience and elevating the

overall living experience.

The design of the book

shelves which are in flow

with the linear simplicity of

the design in the Guest cum

study room.

The Kids ’ bedroom is a

clear contrast with the use

of bright and energetic

KULAI RESIDENCE

Residential

of bright and energetic

colors on the wardrobe in

the pattern of a puzzle. The

pastel shaded study

storages and the wall decals

brings in subtlety and a

feeling playful joyous

environment.
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APARTMENT AT 
ANDHERI

Residential

This project is located in a

prestigious tower in

Mumbai at Andheri-West.

One is drawn into a

spacious and inviting living

area where the vast expanse

of Italian flooring along

with beautiful well spaced

array of furniture &

chandeliers emit luxury and

class.

The entrance gives a warm

feel with walnut veneers &

focus lights.

The Master Bedroom

introduces itself into a well-

refined ambience. The bed

is simple, enunciated by the

back, which flows to theback, which flows to the

ceiling and gives a unique

touch. The Corian

decorative highlights &

etched tile work imparts an

unusual look to the master

Toilet.
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HOSPITALITY

In recent years, there has been a major shift in the hotel industry that caters to a

prominent growth due to various factors. Suffice it to say that hotels have become

destinations by themselves. Every space in hospitality interiors is now designed with a

different vision to accommodate the needs of every guest.

With expanding businesses, travel and tourism, there is a growing need for designing

hospitality spaces in the most attractive and creative manner, which creates a dream home

away from home for its clients.
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This is a fine Dining

Restaurant cum Lounge Bar

spread over 4000 sqft, and

is currently in progress at

Guwahati, the capital city of

Assam.

The Décor used is warm &

earthy with some bright

elements in seating &

lighting. The lighting levels

are kept low for a fine dine

feel.

The restaurant is a part of a

mall’s food zone.

Total pax at Restaurant:125

Total pax at Lounge Bar: 50

MINT LEAF- FINE DINING

Hospitality
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RETAIL INTERIORS

The aesthetics of stores and retail outlets have evolved to be similar to private homes,

giving rise to more intimate settings in which a customer feels comforted with a feeling of a

space of his own. Hence, we emphasize on creating elements that lend a persona to spaces

and appear inviting to prospects.
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The MPA team completed a

retail project in Singapore,

ISHTARA which is a flagship

jewelry store for a popular

chain of Indian Jewelers,

located at the famous

Seragoon Street.

The showroom was

launched by its Brand

Ambassador Ms. Shruti

Hassan, and was attended

by many celebrities and

HNIs from Singapore.

The Space basically

comprised of 3 Main

Sections of Gold, Diamonds

and Precious stones.

These spaces were well

segregated keeping in mind

the traffic levels, the

ISHTARA

Retail

the traffic levels, the

preferences of routine v/s

High end clients and also

the lighting types necessary

for the various applications.

The ambience of the gold

and diamond lounge though

was strikingly different

keeping in mind the color

ambience required.
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Our studio is persistently

exploring opportunities and

potential for innovative

design projects. This 3500

sq.ft store in the prime

location of Mumbai at

Prabhadevi was designed as

an experience center for

Somany's outstanding new

collection of GVT tiles.

From implementing the

newest in design, we

decidedly conceived a

bright open space utilizing a

neutral palette of white and

shades of coal grey and a

focal sight of green which

was seen by use of artificial

grass and a green wall at the

SOMANY CERAMICS

Retail

grass and a green wall at the

main entrance area. Playing

around with various

dynamic shapes and forms

on the panels and display

units, we combined this

with keeping a clear PU

coated Pine wood ceiling.
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THE FLOWER STUDIO

Retail

There's more to designing a

flower shop than displaying

flowers and plants.

For this project of a flower

Studio, we had to create an

inviting space that highlighted

the products without

cluttering. This studio

showcases artificial flowers as

well as fresh flowers for sale.

Utilizing a neutral palette of

white in the brick wall, shades

of charcoal grey and a sight of

coral blue in the backdrop of

artificial green grass, this

project makes a perfect setting

for the display of the products

under consideration.
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under consideration.

The design is eye appealing for

any walk-in customer. On one

side, there is a display for

artificial flower, dry sticks as

well as vases and equipment

storage. The space further

includes a counter for bouquet

preparation.

Finishes like concrete textured

laminate & exposed bricks for

the display brings elegance to

spruce up the space.

The center mockup area

depicts a display for beautifully

crafted arrangements of

seasonal and exotic plants.



This is a chain of grooming

salons to be introduced all

over the country by

Hygienic Labs Ltd, a beauty

care products company. The

basic theme is designed

using the color green,

inspired by the product logo

and signage. The ceiling has

a typical streak that reflects

a backlight green

fluorescent light.

The brand model’s

photograph also is a

common feature for all the

saloons and used as an

STREAX SALON

Retail

saloons and used as an

identity symbol to associate

with all the outlets. The

balance theme is

deliberately kept in glass for

reflectivity. White and black

chairs are used as a

standardized feature for all

outlets.
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This Bangalore project

follows a neutral palette

that defines luxury, with

shades of white, light grey,

deep ochre, and black

forming the base colour

scheme.

The splendorous Diamond

Showroom is rendered with

clean lines and a neat,

contemporary decor style.

The rooms are further

enhanced with the interplay

of the lighting range. The

use of sleek and modern

furniture and furnishings

emanate a calming energy

SAKLECHA DIAMONDS 
PVT LTD

Retail

emanate a calming energy

throughout the space.

The cabin and reception

areas also follow a cohesive

smooth flowing design style,

complementing the

showroom as a whole.
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INSTITUTIONAL INTERIORS

The arena of Institutional planning is enormously multifaceted, with varying functions and

forms as per the requirements and the scale of the project. We have the requisite resources

as well as technical competences to conceptualize and develop institutional projects to its

logical conclusion. Institutions like schools, colleges, libraries, professional associations,

and career courses demand forms that are more disciplined and organized. This demands

skills in breaking the monotony using various design techniques like forms, textures, colors,

and introduction of new concepts without breaking the structural code.
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This project is a floor

earmarked for kindergarten

children, and is located in

Thane, Mumbai. The entire

flooring of the passages and

classrooms is marked in

beech wood, whereas the

play area is surfaced with

artificial grass turf to

make it child friendly.

A subtle combination of

pastel colors with sparing

use of primary colors is

used on the passage doors.

Classrooms are made more

playful and lively with the

liberal use of bright colors.

LAKSHYADHAM 
SCHOOL

Institutional

liberal use of bright colors.

The passage ceiling is

uniquely folded and

finished in a cloud like

candy color. A china mosaic

mural adores the wall of the

Lego room, creating a

mystic and fairytale-like

background.
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This is a Management 

Training Institute at Mira 

Road, Mumbai. The 

assignment included the 

overall external facade 

design for the additional 

block of a new management 

building next to the existing 

school building, in the same 

compound. 

The lobbies have been 

designed with lavish use of 

Italian Marble to lend 

vibrancy and grandeur to 

the spaces. The library and 

the cafeteria have been 

given multi color youthful 

N.L.DALMIA INSTITUTE

Institutional

given multi color youthful 

themes to suit the 

effervescence of their age. 
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HEALTHCARE INTERIORS

The health care industry is going through a metamorphosis of sorts, wherein the mundane

look is being replaced by fresh and warm decor, which spells comfort and positivity. We aim

to facilitate this change in the healthcare industry in order to revolutionize its designs.
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R.G.Stone is a chain of

Urological specialty and

gynecology care hospitals

across India. This Centre in

Goa breaks the orthodox

monotony with use of a

bright palette in splashes

elevates the spaces giving it

lively environment, also

ensuring that complete

functional and

anthropometric parameters

are met.

The hospital is fully

equipped to cater to all

masses, yet with an

ambience of class and calm.

This Center has been

RG STONE UROLOGY 
HOSPITAL

Healthcare

appreciated and patronized

by foreign tourists as well,

for its design, services and

maintenance qualities.

The exteriors have been

deliberately based on the

traditional architecture

prevalent in Goa,

particularly Panjim.
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ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTS

Architecture has to do with planning, designing and constructing spaces that reflect

functional, technical, social, environmental and aesthetical considerations. It requires

creative manipulation and coordination of material, technology, light and shadow. With our

requisite and experienced resources, we achieve quality standards in every project we take.
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This free flowing form of

contemporary looking

bungalow was designed in a

ground plus one upper floor

module, at one of the posh

localities of Mangalore.

Achieving fluidity while

maintaining sobriety with

whites was the core

preference of this project.

The play of lights and

shadows gives an aesthetic

value addition to the façade.

VILLA AT MANGALORE

Architectural
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This villa located at

Kharghar is a palatial

looking structure, with

intricate details and forms,

showing luxury and

sophistication. The fine

cornice detailing in POP and

carved balcony handrails

add to the elegance of the

façade. This corner house is

bound to attract attention,

with its perfect combination

of richness & landscape.

VILLA AT KHARGHAR



Architectural

Delhi, The Capital of India,

has always been city of

Luxurious lifestyles and

lavish Villas and thus an

architect's delight to work

upon, for its rich and colorful

taste. for designing a 22,000

sqft ground, plus 4 upper

floor bungalow.

The exteriors are on a

contemporary theme with

balanced use of present- time

materials like wood finishes,

funderax dry cladding and

high end glazing which

features it completely with

technologically infused solar

cell glass panels

BUNGALOW AT DELHI

VILLA AT GUWAHATI
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The design language of this

Ground+3 modern

bungalows, with a

contemporary style,

becomes a landmark where

this project is situated in the

hot and humid climatic zone

of Guwahati.

To infuse movement and

dynamism into the

structure, angular planes

were introduced in the

otherwise horizontal and

vertical flowing geometry.

Each room has a view of the

garden which gives a sense

of connect to the nature.



BLUE BELL

Hyderabad a fast burgeoning

IT hub needs many more

hotels for the IT professionals

traveling back and forth here,

for business and hence this

medium size Business Hotel

in Gacchiboli area of the city.

This is designed for a cross

section of medium level

Business travelers to the

Company Head.

The architecture is quite

contemporary completed

with the skin design in

composite panels and fire

staircase along with ramps

designed adding to the

modernism of the structure

Architectural

VISTA INTERNATIONAL

This is a high class Boutique

Hotel near the Lucknow

Airport. With a wider

extension of an array for the

banquet halls to rope in the

events of the city, we

designed on an elegant

International Design

platform.

The 60 keys format of this

Hotel gives it the right size

to host medium size events

over the weekends

accommodate high class

business travelers during

the week. The Hotel also has

a swimming pool on the

terrace surrounded by an

open-air restaurant facility.
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Our Clients

� Ajanta Pharma Pvt Ltd- Corporate Office at

Malad, Mumbai

� Archana Puran Singh MagikWorks - Office

at Andheri, Mumbai

� Asia Fab Ltd – Office, Kolhapur

� Ashank Desai - CEO, Mastek at Powai,

Mumbai

� Ajay Arora - CEO, Datamatics - Penthouse

at Lokhandwala, Mumbai

� Anil Gupta & Nitin Gupta - Directors of

Nevla Tobacco - Bungalow, Delhi

� Anubhav Singhal - Bungalow at Kharghar,

Navi Mumbai

� Balajee Group of Industries- Office at

Malad, Mumbai

� Bansals - Jewelry Showroom, Delhi

� Bankim Desai- Residence at Andheri,

Mumbai

� Bax Counsel Inspection Bureau at Andheri,

Mumbai

� Bharat Shah - Residence at Malad, Mumbai

� Belting Enterprises, MIDC -Corporate

Office at Andheri, Mumbai

� Best Roadways -Corporate Office at Masjid,

Mumbai

� Binny Textiles - Corporate Office at Marine

Lines, Mumbai

� Black Rose Exports Corporate Office at

Worli, Mumbai

� Brit Soap Industries- Office, Mumbai

� Centos Synthetics- Office at Andheri,

Mumbai

� Capital Via – Office, Indore (Rohit Gadia)

� Chandra Mohan - Director Vodafone-

Residence at Prabhadevi, MumbaiResidence at Prabhadevi, Mumbai

� Conwood group - Gokuldham, Mumbai

� Datacomp Web Technologies - Corporate

Office at Goregaon, Mumbai

� Dynasty Aromas Pvt Ltd- Office at Andheri,

Mumbai

� Dr Jagannath Palepu - HOD Oncology-

Residence , Mumbai

� Dynamix Group- Corporate Office, Mumbai

� Dokania & family, Balajee Group- Residence

at Malad, Mumbai

� Ellora Paper Mills Pvt Ltd - Office, Nagpur

� Eiffel Properties- Office, Mumbai

� Gundecha Builders- Corporate Office,

Mumbai

� Gundecha Builders (Zenith) Sample Flat at

Mulund, Mumbai

� Greaves Cotton - Corporate Office at

Prabhadevi, Mumbai

� Hygienic Research Institute - Corporate

Office, Mumbai

� Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education

(TIFR)

� Jagdish Patel, NRI UK - Bungalow at

Bardoli, Gujarat
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Our Reach

30 Indian & 3 International cities covered…
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Achievements, Awards & Seminars

• Listed in Top 10 Interior 

design Companies of India  

on the Website 

http://top10companiesinin

dia.co.in/2014/04/12/top-

10-interior-designers-in-

mumbai/

•Nominated in top 5 for 

Resultrix in NDTV Awards 

2014

•Extensive magazine 

Coverage

Achievements

TASSEL AWARD 2015 for Outstanding Contribution in the 

field of Interiors and Architecture

•Number One in Google for 

Key Words search

• Regular Posts on Facebook 

page every week

• Facebook – 45,000+ likes

•Presence on 30+ Portals

• Fortnightly Blogs
RACHANA SANSAD FESTIVAL CONFERENCE, 2015- presented 

some new glimpses of his creative work as a Guest speaker

WORLD INTERIOR EVENT,, 2013, AMSTERDAM-

exchanged knowledge & innovative ideas on a global 

level with fellow Architects and Interior professionals.

WORLD ARCHITECTURAL FESTIVAL, 

2013, SINGAPORE- Architetcs meets to 

celebrate, learn, exchange and be inspired
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Achievements, Awards & Seminars

Constant presence on Indian and international 

design magazines..
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Our Vision

120, Kuber, New Link Road, Oshiwara, Andheri West, Mumbai- 400053. Ph: 022-26732274/ 022-66978059 

Our Vision
We strive towards continually improving all aspects of the world in

which we operate - environment, social, economic - creating a better

tomorrow than today. Our Vision is to be among the top 5 Architectural

& Interior Design companies in the country, and continue to provide all

round interior & architectural design services to our clients
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